Culture:

Innovation:

Community:
This term, within our community, we will:

As citizens of a diverse and inclusive city we will:

So that we can develop as creative
independent learners we will:

Learn to listen and respect our peers’ opinions and thoughts
through a range of different stories and challenges within
P4C.

Apply our science knowledge to design a
garden for the KS1 playground.

We will work together with our peers and celebrate
everyone’s beliefs, thoughts, ideas and cultures.

Become photographers as we use our
creative eye to find inspiration for our
artwork.
Aspiration/Lifelong Learning:
The children will become artists as
they create their own collages
which will be showcased in our
virtual zoom gallery to Year 2.
The children will take science into
their homes by planting seeds and
watching them grow as part of their
home learning.

Design a flowerbed for the KS1 playground
and invite parents to see the grand opening.
Children will explore our local area and
compare it to a non-European country.
Zoom call other classes to promote our
excellent learning, whilst also reading to
another class.

Our #moments will be:
•
•
•
•
•

GroundForce#GreenFingers
#LetsGetfruity!
#AhoyMeMateys!-Pirate Day
Zoom Virtual Art Gallery to other year groups to
promote our fantastic collage masterpieces.
Can you bee-lieve it? – Cinema experience at school.

•

#InspiredbyPicasso

Experience:
The children will experience the outdoors as
we explore the local area to find inspiration
for our garden design.
To understand the importance of bees and
flowers within our environment, the children
will watch The Bee Movie at Stradbroke’s
Showroom.

Areas of Learning:

Art gallery to other year groups promoting the
children’s fantastic pirate-themed collages.

As geographers, we will about the seas surrounding the United Kingdom and investigate the hot and cold
climates around the world.

Children will attend our pirate day.

As scientists, we will investigate plants through observing, dissecting and comparing. We will explore different
environments from the school grounds to discover a range of greenery.

Children will get fruity and taste a range of
fruit to help inform them as to what makes a
good fruit kebab.

